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If England's efforts succeed, while Vienna declines every-
thing, Vienna will be giving documentary evidence that it
absolutely wants a war, into which we shall be drawn, while
Russia remains free from responsibility. That would place
us, in the eyes of our own people, in an untenable position.
Thus we can only urgently advise Austria to accept the
Grey proposal, which preserve* her status for her in every
way. Your Excellency will at once express yourself most
emphatically on this matter to Count Berchtold, perhaps also
to Count Tisza-69
Then, after hearing what Moltke had to say, Bethmann
telegraphed again to Tschirschky at 11:20 P.M.: "Please do
not carry out instructions No. 200 for the present."70 His
reason appears in a draft telegram which, however, was
quickly replaced by another telegram and was never sent
to Tschirschky. In the unsent draft telegram Bethmann
said: "I cancelled the order of instructions in No. 200, as
the General Staff just informs me that the military prepa-
rations of our neighbors, especially in the East, will force
us to a speedy decision, unless we do not wish to expose our-
selves to the danger of surprise/'71 This indeed looks as if
Bethmann had at last yielded to Moltke. But hardly had
this telegram been drafted, when the Chancellor learned of
the following telegram from the King of England to Prince
Henry of Prussia:
So pleased to hear of William's efforts to concert with
Nicky to maintain peace. . . . My Government is doing its
utmost suggesting to Russia and France to suspend further
military preparations, if Austria will consent to be satisfied
with occupation of Belgrade and neighboring Serbian terri-
tory as a hostage for satisfactory settlement of her demands,
other countries meanwhile suspending their war prepara-
tions. Trust William will use his great influence to induce
69Bethmann to Tschirschky, July 30, 9:00 P.M., received July 31f
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